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Emission and absorption properties of indocyanine green
in Intralipid solution
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Abstract. Emission and absorption properties of indocyanine green
(ICG) in Intralipid solution have been investigated. The study is fo-
cused on relatively low ICG concentration at a range of 0 to 20 mM. A
diffusion model was used to analyze the emission properties of ICG
solution at different concentrations. In the low-concentration region,
the emission strength increases with the concentration of ICG, while
in the high-concentration region, the emission decreases with the
concentration. In general, a maximum of emission strength exists and
its position (concentration) depends on the wavelength of the excita-
tion light, the distance between the source and the detector, and the
sample geometry and size. A so-called ‘‘inner-cell-effect’’ and re-
absorption of emission photons are found to contribute to the decay of
emission strength. Also, in the concentration range of 0 to 2 mM, ICG
solution always has a higher absorption coefficient at wavelength 830
nm than that at 660 nm, which is quite different from the ICG in water
case. © 2004 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
[DOI: 10.1117/1.1695411]
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1 Introduction
Indocyanine green~ICG! as a fluorescent agent has been
widely used in biomedical fields since its introduction.1–5 ICG
has attractive features of very low toxicity and high absorp-
tance in a wavelength range of 600 to 900 nm, which is a
relatively transparent window for biological tissues. It is well
known that the absorption and emission properties of ICG ar
affected by the concentration of ICG and the solvent in which
ICG is dissolved.3–5 In a dilute aqueous solution, an absorp-
tion peak at the wavelength of 780 nm and an emission pea
at the wavelength of 830 nm were observed. With the increas
ing ICG concentration, the absorption peak shifts to the wave
length of 695 nm.1,3–7 This shift of absorption peak is attrib-
uted to aggregation of ICG molecules from monomer to
oligomer. Absorption and emission properties of ICG in other
solvents, such as plasma and human serum albumin~HSA!,
are different from those in aqueous solution.3–7 These odd
optical characteristics make ICG intriguing to
investigators.3–5

Van Den Biesen6 and Mordon7 have reported a relationship
between the emission strength and ICG concentration and o
served a maximum value of emission strength in plasma o
blood solvent. The ICG concentration at which the emission
strength reaches a maximum is 0.1 mg/ml~;129 mM! in
plasma and 0.05 mg/ml~;64.5 mM! in blood. Abugo et al.1

have demonstrated that when ICG concentration is;60 mM
in 0.5% Intralipid solution, the emission strength reaches a
maximum in a thin sample. Such a thin sample greatly avoid
the ‘‘inner-cell-effect’’8 and re-absorption of emission light,
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which will be discussed in this paper. Self-quenching, res
ing from ICG molecule aggregation, was thought to be
sponsible for the emission strength in the above-mentio
papers. In this paper, we focus on a relatively low ICG co
centration of 0 to 20mM. This concentration range is typica
in fluorescence imaging using diffusive photon density wa
~FDPDW!.9–14 In this concentration range, the aggregation
ICG molecules is very weak, therefore it is reasonable to
clude the effect of molecule aggregation on absorption
emission properties.

Recently, FDPDW is under intensive investigations b
cause it can provide more tissue functional information.9–14

The aforementioned advantages make ICG a good cand
for FDPDW. In FDPDW phantom experiments, Intralipid s
lution with dissolved ICG is commonly used. Therefore,
investigation of the absorption and emission of ICG in I
tralipid solution is indispensable. Since Intralipid solutio
contains a high concentration of light scattering particles,
scattering coefficient is much larger than its absorption co
ficient. Thus, diffusion model is appropriate for analyzing t
experimental results. In addition, the finding of a higher a
sorption of ICG in Intralipid solution at 830 nm relative t
690 nm reported in Milstein’s9 recent paper further stimulate
our interest of this study.

2 Materials and Methods
A portable frequency domain system is used in o
experiments.15 This system features measurement with thr
wavelengths of 660, 780, and 830 nm. ICG is obtained fr
Aldrich Company~Product Number: 22,886-9! and the mo-
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Fig. 1 Distribution of source and detector fibers. (a) An infinite geom-
etry. D1 is connected to a collimating and filtering system. The emis-
sion signal is detected by an APD detector. Fibers D2 to D10 are
directly connected to APD detectors to measure the excitation signals
for calculating absorption and reduced scattering coefficients of the
medium. (b) A cylindrical measurement geometry viewed from the
top. The inner radius is 1 cm and outer radius 1.2 cm. Source and
detector are located in the same plan with an approximately 90-deg
angle.
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lecular weight is 775. A M-series analytical balance~M-220D,
Denver Instrument Co.! is used for ICG weight measurement.
Limited by the accuracy of the balance, 10% errors in con-
centration exist. However, all solutions of different concentra-
tions are obtained from dilution of the same concentrated so
lution. Therefore the relative accuracy of concentration is
maintained, which makes solutions of different ICG concen-
trations comparable to each other. Typical infinite and cylin-
drical geometries are used in our studies and the experiment
configurations are illustrated in Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!, respec-
tively. In the infinite geometry experiments shown in Fig.
1~a!, the source and detector fibers were placed deeply int
the Intralipid solution. Channel D1 is used to collect emission
photons and is connected to a collimating system shown i
Fig. 2. The collected photons are collimated by two lenses
before entering an avalanche photodiode~APD! detector. A
narrow bandpass optical filter~CVI F-10-830.0-4, CVI Laser
Corporation! is placed between two lenses to filter out the
excitation light and pass the emission light. Channels D2-D10
are used for detecting the excitation light at multiple distance
and the measurements are used to calculate absorption co
ficients and reduced scattering coefficients of the solution
with different ICG concentrations. In the cylindrical geometry
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ec-
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experiments shown in Fig. 1~b! ~top view!, the source and the
detector are located in the same plane with a 90-deg an
ICG solution is injected into a cuvette with about 1-cm inn
and 1.2-cm outer diameter. The two dotted lines in Fig. 1~b!
represent the horizontal and vertical axes of the cuvette
their intersection is the origin. Figure 1~b! is a typical con-
figuration in fluorescent measurements and is called ‘‘fro
face right angle observation.’’16

Since the fluorescence emission strength of ICG is m
weaker than the excitation strength with a ratio of1022 to
1023, it is reasonable to neglect the effect of emission ph
tons on measurements collected from D2 to D10 for abso
tion and scattering calculations. The frequency dom
method17 is used to measure the absorption coefficientsma

and reduced scattering coefficientsms8 of different ICG con-
centrations. For the infinite geometry, the following line
equations can be used to determine the wave vectork of
DPDW as:

ln@rA~r !#52k i r 1 ln@A0# ~1!

u~r !5kr r 1u0 ~2!

wherer is the source-detector distance,A(r ) andu(r ) are the
measured amplitude and phase of photon density wave a
sition r, andA0 andu0 are constants. By curve fitting Eqs.~1!
and ~2!, we can measure slopesk i andkr , which are imagi-
nary and real parts ofk. From k i andkr , ma andms8 can be
obtained as:

ma5
v

2v S k i

kr
2

kr

k i
D , ms85

2v
3v

~k ikr !. ~3!

However, the phase measurements at distance source-de
separation are more sensitive to noise than the amplit
when the ICG concentration is high and the signal is we
therefore, the fitting result of Eq.~2! is not as robust as tha
obtained from Eq.~1!. By assuming that ICG molecules d
not change the scattering coefficient of the solution, thems8
can be approximated as a constant once it is measured.
ma can be calculated as:

ma5
k i

2

3ms8
2

3v2

4v2

ms8

k i
2

. ~4!

Thus, we can use the fitting results obtained from Eqs.~1! and
~2! to obtainms8 when there is no ICG added to the Intralip
solution and then computema from Eq. ~4! for different ICG
concentrations. Intralipid concentration is kept at;0.6% for
all absorption and emission measurements. The experime
validation thatms8 can be approximated as a constant at d
ferent ICG concentrations is given at the end of the next s
tion.

3 Results
Figure 3 shows the amplitude of emission light as a funct
of ICG concentration. Figures 3~a! and 3~b! are obtained from
infinite and cylindrical geometries, respectively. Each set
measurement data is normalized to its maximum, wh
makes the data of different wavelengths comparable. In
Fig. 2 Configuration of the collimating system and the optical band-
pass filter. The two lenses have a 25-mm focal distance. The collima-
tor ensures that the incident light is normal to the interference filter
and therefore does not cause any wavelength shift from 830 nm.
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Fig. 3 Normalized emission amplitude of ICG in Intralipid solution as
a function of ICG concentration. (a) Infinite geometry. The excitation
wavelengths are 660 and 780 nm. The dashed and dotted lines are
curves obtained from the diffusion model discussed in Sec. 4.1. (b)
Cylindrical measurement geometry.
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wavelengths and both configurations, the emission strengt
increases quickly, reaches a maximum, and then decreas
gradually. The dashed and the dotted lines in Fig. 3~a! repre-
sent the fit to the corresponding data by using the diffusion
model, which will be discussed in detail in Sec. 4.1. It can be
seen that the emission properties are different for differen
source-detector separations(r sd) and different excitation
wavelengths of 660 and 780 nm. At the excitation wavelength
780 nm, the positions of maxima are located at;0.3 mM and
;0.4 mM for r sd51.0 cm and r sd51.6 cm, respectively. At
660 nm, a relative flat region of 1.7 to 2.7mM appears in Fig.
3~a!. For the cylindrical geometry, the concentration values of
maximum emission are located between 4 to 6mM for both
wavelengths of 660 and 780 nm. These values are muc
higher than those of infinite geometry. The strength of excita
tion light collected by D2-D10 decreases with the increasing
ICG concentration because the total absorption coefficient o
the solution is increased. Figure 4 shows an example of th
measured excitation strength at 4-cm source-detector separ
tion as a function of the ICG concentration. Because the
sources of different wavelength have different strengths, al
data are normalized to their respective maxima. With the in
s

-

creasing ICG concentration, the normalized signals beco
weaker for all wavelengths. At the region of low concentr
tion, 780 nm has the quickest decay rate, 830 nm is sec
and 660 nm has the slowest decay rate. This result imp
that the effect of ICG concentration on the absorption m
surements of 780 and 830 nm in Intralipid solution is mo
dramatic than that of 660 nm. It is necessary to note that
emission photons excited by 660 and 780 nm in absorp
measurement may increase the detected signal strength o
citation light at 660 and 780 nm. However, this increment
so weak that it can be neglected.

The measurement results of absorption coefficient a
function of ICG concentration for three wavelengths are giv
in Fig. 5. Figures 5~a! to 5~c! correspond to measurements
660, 780, and 830 nm, respectively. The dashed lines in Fi
are linear fit to the experimental data. For the concentra
range of approximately 0 to 2.0mM, the experimental data in
Fig. 5~a! can be fitted into a straight line, which has a slope
0.041 and therefore the extinction coefficiente54.1
3104 cm21 M21. Note that the absorption coefficientma

5e@F#, wheree is the molar extinction coefficient and@F# is
the molarity of the solute. The last three points in Fig. 5~a!
can also be fitted into a straight line, which has a slope
0.01365 and therefore the extinction coefficiente51.365
3104 cm21 M21. We believe that the difference between th
two slopes may originate from two possible reasons. One p
sibility is that the extinction coefficient of ICG in Intralipid
solution decreases with the increasing ICG concentration.
other possibility is attributed to error in high concentratio
measurement due to weaker signal strength and lower sig
to-noise ratio~SNR!. Nevertheless, we can select the extin
tion coefficient between the two values as1.363104,e660
,4.13104 cm21 M21. Similarly, results of 780 and 830 nm
are shown in Figs. 5~b! and 5~c!. The corresponding extinc
tion coefficients are3.433105,e780,5.733105 cm21 M21

and 0.753105,e830,1.773105 cm21 M21. It should be
noted that in Fig. 5~b! the accuracy of data is low for 780-nm
excitation due to weaker signal and low SNR when the c
centration of ICG is higher than 0.6mM. Therefore, only the
results with concentration less than 0.6mM are given in Fig.
5~b!.

Fig. 4 Normalized amplitude of excitation light as a function of ICG
concentration measured at source-detector separation of rsc54 cm.
Journal of Biomedical Optics d May/June 2004 d Vol. 9 No. 3 499
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Fig. 5 Absorption coefficients of ICG solution in 0.6% Intralipid as a
function of ICG concentration measured at (a) 660 nm, (b) 780 nm,
and (c) 830 nm using a frequency domain multidistance photon mi-
gration method.
To validate thatms8 can be approximated as a constant, we
have used measured amplitude and phase and Eqs.~1! and~2!
to extract the real and the imaginary part of wave vectork,
and then computema andms8 from Eq. ~3!. The results ofms8
500 Journal of Biomedical Optics d May/June 2004 d Vol. 9 No. 3
obtained from 660 nm are shown in Fig. 6. It can be seen
ms8 is limited in a small range of 6.7 to 7.5 cm21 with an
average of 7.25 cm21 when the ICG concentration is low. A
higher concentration,ms8 varies in a larger range due to fittin
errors when Eq.~2! is used to obtain the real part of the wav
vector. However, the average value is about the same as
low concentration case. Thus, we have used an averagems8 of
7.25 cm21 and Eq.~4! to extract absorption coefficientma
shown in Fig. 5. The measured absorption coefficient and
duced scattering coefficient of background medium witho
ICG ~0.6% Intralipid solution! were ma66050.009 cm21,
ma78050.018 cm21, ma83050.035 cm21, ms6608 57.25 cm21,
ms7808 56.44 cm21, andms8308 56.04 cm21.

4 Analysis and Discussion
4.1 Fluorescence Diffusion Model
The emission characteristics of ICG in Intralipid solution c
be explained by the diffusion model. Since infinite geome
has a simple analytical expression, we focus our analysis
this geometry. The analytical expression for the distribut
function of emission photon density in infinite medium can
written as:

F f l~r s ,r !5F S0

DexD f l

1

4pur s2r u
h

12 ivtG ma f
ex

kex
2 2k f l

2

3@exp~ ikexur s2r u!2exp~ ik f l ur s2r u!#

~5!

The amplitude ofF f l(r s ,r ) is

uF f l~r s ,r !u5Ama f
exUexp~ ikexur s2r u!2exp~ ik f l ur s2r u!

kex
2 2k f l

2 U
~6!

whereS0 is the source strength and

Fig. 6 Measured reduced scattering coefficients at 660 nm vs. ICG
concentration.
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A5F S0

DexD f l

1

4pur s2r u
h

A11~vt!2G ,

which is independent of concentration of ICG if the diffusion
coefficientsDex and D f l are approximated as constants. The
term

g5Uexp~ ikexur s2r u!2exp~ ik f l ur s2r u!

kex
2 2k f l

2 U , ~7!

whereg is a function of total absorption coefficient, which is
the sum of the absorption coefficient of chromophores in
background mediummac

ex, f l and absorption of fluorophore of
ICG ma f

ex, f l . The superscripts ‘‘ex’’ and ‘‘ f l ’’ denote the exci-
tation wavelength and fluorescent emission wavelength. Th
wave vectorkex, f l is a complex number and can be written as
kex, f l5krex,r f l 1 ik iex,i f l , wherekrex,r f l andk iex,i f l represent
the real part and imaginary part of wave vector for excitation
and emission wavelength, respectively, and can be written a

krex,r f l 5Amac
ex, f l1ma f

ex, f l

2Dex

3FA11F v

v~mac
ex, f l1ma f

ex, f l !G
2

21G1/2

~8!

k iex,i f l 5Amac
ex, f l1ma f

ex, f l

2Dex

3FA11F v

v~mac
ex, f l1ma f

ex, f l !G
2

11G1/2

~9!

kex
2 2k f l

2

5AFmac
f l 1ma f

f l

D f l
2

mac
ex1ma f

ex

Dex
G2

1S v

v D 2F 1

Dex
2

1

D f l
G2

~10!

In our measurements, the diffusion coefficients
Dex66051/(3ms6608 )50.046 cm, Dex78051/(3ms7808 )
50.0518 cm, and Dex83051/(3ms8308 )50.0552 cm. The
modulation frequency isv52p31403106 and the refrac-
tive index of the solution is 1.33. Substituting all these param
eters and background absorption coefficients into Eqs.~6! to
~10! and fitting to the experimental data of 660 and 780 nm
shown in Fig. 3~a!, we obtain the following extinction coeffi-
cients of e66052.83104 cm21 M21, e78053.5
3105 cm21 M21, and e83051.613105 cm21 M21. Com-
pared with the extinction coefficients measured from Fig. 5
we find that these values are in the ranges established by Fi
5. Since the normalized amplitude is used in Fig. 3, the facto
A in Eq. ~6! is eliminated in the calculation.

4.2 Discussion
From Eq. ~6!, one can see that the emission strengthuF f l u
increases with the absorption coefficientma f

ex , which results
from ICG molecule absorption and is proportional to concen-
tration@F# of ICG. However, to account for the decay of emis-
s

.

sion curves at higher ICG concentrations shown in Fig. 3g
must decrease with the increasing ICG. There are two fac
that contribute to the reduction of emission strength in Fig
The first is the propagation depth of the excitation light
solution. It decreases with the increasing ICG concentra
due to the increased total absorption of the excitation lig
The reduction of the propagation depth or region results in
decrease of the ICG volume illuminated by the excitati
light, and therefore the decay of the emission strength. A si
lar effect occurs in a clear medium, which is named ‘‘inne
cell-effect’’ ~IC effect!.8 For convenience, we also name th
reduction of the propagation depth of the excitation light t
‘‘IC effect.’’ The second factor that contributes to emissio
strength reduction is the re-absorption of emission photons
ICG molecules. The re-absorption directly reduces
strength of emission photons.

4.2.1 ‘‘IC effect’’
To quantitatively describe the ‘‘IC effect,’’ we chose an infi
nite medium, which is the simplest case. An isotropic po
source modulated with a frequencyv generates a deca
spherical photon density wave in the scattering medium. T
amplitude of the alternating current~AC! component of the
excitation photon density wave can be written as:

uFex~r s ,r !u5
S0

4pDexur s2r u
uexp~ ikexur s2r u!u ~11!

Let us consider a sphere with a radius ofR5ur s2r u, and
assume that most diffusive excitation photons are includ
inside this sphere. Thus, the emission strength is proportio
to the volume of the sphere and the concentration of the I
within this sphere. The increasing ICG concentration leads
the increasing emission strength and, on the other hand
sults in the decrease of the volume. Therefore, these two
tors combine together to determine the emission strengt
re-absorption effect is not considered. If we include most
excitation photons into the sphereR by letting C
5uFex(r s ,r )u/S051/1000,whereS0 is the source strength
we can rewrite Eq.~11! as:

ln@4pDexRC#52k iexR ~12!

wherek iex is the imaginary part of the wave vector of exc
tation light, which is a function of the ICG concentration@see
Eq. ~9!#. Other parameters, such asDex66050.046 cm,
Dex78050.0518 cm,andC are constants. This equation can
solved numerically by substituting the extinction coefficien
e660,780from the fitting results of Fig. 3. The results are show
in Fig. 7. It can be seen that the radiusR reduces very quickly
at lower concentration, such as,1 mM, and saturates a
higher concentration, such as.3 mM, for both wavelengths.
This implies that the IC effect is obvious at low concentrati
and almost vanishes at higher concentration for an infin
medium. The inner figure in Fig. 7 is an enlarged picture
the low concentration region.

From Fig. 7, it is easy to understand the decay of emiss
strength shown in Fig. 3~a!. At the beginning, no ICG exists
so the absorption coefficient of ICG at excitation waveleng
ma f

ex50. Therefore, no emission light signals can be detect
With the increasing ICG concentration,ma f

ex increases, as
Journal of Biomedical Optics d May/June 2004 d Vol. 9 No. 3 501
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Fig. 7 Radius R as a function of ICG concentration to demonstrate the
‘‘IC-effect.’’ The inner figure is an enlarged picture at low concentra-
tion region.
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shown in Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!. When the absorption coefficients
of ICG at excitation and emission wavelengthsma f

ex and ma f
f l

are much lower than the absorption coefficients of back
ground solutionmac

ex andmac
f l , the g in Eq. ~7! can be viewed

as a constant. Thus, the emission strength is a linear functio
of ICG concentration as given in Eq.~6!. With the increasing
ICG concentration, the radiusR reduces quickly, and conse-
quently the excited ICG molecules are reduced dramatically
Thereforeg decreases. The measured emission strength de
pends on which one is dominant. Since the volume of the
sphere is proportional toR3, the decay of emission strength
due to the IC effect becomes a dominant factor quickly.
Therefore, for an infinite geometry and 780-nm excitation
light, the IC effect is responsible for the decay of the emission
strength shown in Fig. 3~a!.

As shown in Fig. 7, the decay rate ofR at 660 nm is much
lower than that of 780 nm. Also shown in Fig. 5, the absorp-
tion coefficient of ICG at 660 nm is lower than that of 780
nm. As a result, the slope of emission strength is smaller an
the emission attains to a maximum at a higher concentratio
than that of 780 nm. This result implies that the position of
maximum emission strength increases if the IC effect can b
reduced. This result can be further demonstrated with Fig
3~a! for r sd51 cmand 1.6 cm. The IC effect on the emission
strength is weaker for a smaller source-detector separatio
such asr sd51 cm.Therefore, the position of maximum emis-
sion strength measured atr sd51 cm is larger than that at
r sd51.6 cm.

The observed IC effect can be further explained from re-
sults obtained with the cylindrical geometry shown in Fig.
3~b!. It is well known that reducing the optical path can avoid
the IC effect in fluorescence measurements of nonscatterin
media.8 Hence, a smaller sample size has little IC effect until
the concentration is high enough. This is because the volum
excited by the excitation light is almost kept as a constant an
approximately equals to the volume of the sample. In Fig
1~b!, the cylinder has a inner radius of 1.0 cm, which can be
viewed as a smaller sample size with respect to the infinite
medium shown in Fig. 1~a!. Accordingly, the IC effect should
502 Journal of Biomedical Optics d May/June 2004 d Vol. 9 No. 3
-

,

be much smaller, which implies that the position of maximu
emission strength should be larger than that of the infin
geometry. This is demonstrated in Fig. 3~b!, where the ICG
concentration of the maximum emission strength is about 4
6 mM, which is much larger than 0.3 to 0.4mM obtained from
the infinite geometry. It is necessary to note that although
concentration of 4 to 6mM is much higher compared with 0.3
to 0.4 mM, it is still not high enough that the aggregation
ICG molecules can occur.

Abugo et al.1 reported maximum emission strength at
concentration of;60 mM in 0.5% Intralipid solution. The
authors attributed the reduction of emission strength to
aggregation of ICG molecules when ICG concentration
higher than 60mM. This suggests that their measuremen
completely avoid the IC effect and the re-absorption of em
sion photons. Therefore, their sample must have a very sm
characteristic cell size, although they did not give a spec
value about the thickness of their optical cell. According
Abugo’s results, we can exclude the effect of aggregation
ICG molecules in our ICG concentration range of,20 mM.

4.2.2 Re-absorption of emission photons
The decay of the emission strength shown in Fig. 3~b! should
be mainly attributed to re-absorption of emission photons.
shown in Fig. 3~b!, the position of maximum emission
strength of 780 nm is almost the same as that of 660 nm. A
the decay rates of the two excitation wavelengths in the ra
of 7 to 20 mM are very similar. They imply that the sam
factor should be responsible for the decay of emiss
strength for both excitation wavelengths. If the IC effect i
duced by the excitation light at 660 and 780 nm were
dominant factor, the positions of maximum emission stren
would not coincide as discussed in Sec. 4.2.1. We believe
the main reason is the re-absorption of emission photons
cause the absorption coefficient of 830 nm increases with
ICG concentration.

4.2.3 A comparison of ICG in water
By comparing Figs. 5~a! and 5~c!, we have found that the
absorption coefficient of 830 nm is always larger than that
660 nm in our measurement range of 0 to 2mM. This is quite
different from ICG absorption in water.18 The extinction co-
efficients of ICG in water at a concentration of 6.5mM are
given as:5.143104, 2.6213105, and 2.423104 cm21 M21

at 660, 780, and 830 nm.18 A factor of 2.303 is multiplied to
the original data given in Ref. 18. Milstein9 experimentally
reconstructed an absorption coefficient of 0.1 cm21 at 830 nm
for a 1-mM ICG target in 0.4% Intralipid solution. This resu
is comparable with our results shown in Fig. 5~c!, where ab-
sorption coefficient of 0.152 cm21 is measured at 830 nm fo
a 1-mM ICG solution in 0.6% Intralipid solution.

5 Summary
The ICG emission properties as a function of its concentrat
in 0.6% Intralipid solution are reported. This study is focus
on relatively low ICG concentration at a range of 0 to 20mM.
We have found that the emission strength reaches a maxim
quickly, and then decreases gradually with increasing I
concentration. The maximum emission strength depends
the excitation wavelength, the source-detector separation
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tance, and the geometry and size of the sample. A simila
phenomenon was observed in small-size samples by other r
searchers in a relatively high ICG concentration range an
was attributed to the aggregation of ICG monomers.

To provide an explanation of such emission properties in
the low concentration range, we have measured the absorptio
properties of ICG in Intralipid solution using a multidistance
photon migration technique in frequency domain. Based on
the measured absorption properties, we conclude that the d
cay of emission strength results from two reasons: one is th
so called ‘‘inner-cell-effect’’ and another is the re-absorption
of emission light. Our results have shown that the inner-cell-
effect mainly results in the reduction of emission strength for
large-size samples, such as an infinite medium, while the re
absorption is the main reason for the small-size sample.
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